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Other features include 4WD, power steering, bigger and wider 
tyres to resist hardwood punctures, 5-stage and phosphate 
paintwork on the fenders and bonnets, premium clutches and 
very large radiators and air baffles to withstand Australia’s 
working conditions.
The smallest model in the K Series is the WHM674/K, an all-

purpose model that, for $39,800, gives you a 4.2-litre, 4-cylinder 
naturally aspirated diesel engine delivering 67hp (49kW), a 
12-speed synchro gearbox, a two-speed PTO (540/760 rpm), dual 
rear remotes and a zinc-plated three-point linkage.
It has a Euro-hitch quick-release front-end loader with a lift 

capacity of 700kg as standard.
“The WHM 674/K 3-Gen Cab has large 10-ply tyres, a 120AH 

battery , radiators to handle 50C operation and fantastic USA-
based  suspension seats,” Lynch says. “This tractor is 1-tonne 
heavier  engineered than most of the competition, has 10 
percent more power and is at least 10 percent or more less 
expensive than most brand competitors.”
Moving up to the 924/K, this 76hp tractor is available with a 

second-generation ROPs canopy for $45,900 or with the new 
third-generation WHM air-conditioned cabin for $51,000.
Operator’s station aside, the two 924/K models have the same 

features, including LUK clutches, a 24-speed synchro gearbox 
(16 forward/8 reverse), three-point linkage with both cab and 
rear controls and a 1-tonne 4:1 self-levelling front-end loader.
“Again, the WHM 924/K 3-Gen Cab is a fantastic, over-

engineered tractor with a tonne of extra engineered features 
built in,” Lynch says. 
“It comes standard with wide 12-ply tyres for Australian 

hardwood puncture resistance – no other tractor of this size 
offers this – a legendary Lovol Perkins engine, LUK clutch, the 
best Grammer suspension seat and a massive radiator to suit 
50C operation.
“It’s just a great tractor with the customer-protecting over-

engineering and affordable cost typical of the WHM brand.”
The WHM 1024/K is the newest model, which is now complete 

in China but is yet to arrive in Australia. It is exactly the same as 
the 924/K but gains a larger engine and clutch.
“It will be in Australia in 3 months,” Lynch says. “Its price will be 

$57,900 including GST and a 1.2-tonne front-end loader.”  

n  For more information call 1300 851 600 or  
visit whmtractors.com.au

WHM has over-engineered its new K Series tractors to 
increase reliability and longevity in Australian conditions

“If we protect our customers we all have a future,” WHM 
Tractors owner Gary Lynch says. “In WHM’s case we do this by 
over-engineering while still retaining affordable pricing.” 
This means that the tractors in the family-owned company’s K 

Series are 1 tonne heavier, as sold, than many competing name-
brand models.
The K range is made up of the 67hp WHM 674/K, the 92hp WHM 

924/K and the 102hp 1024/K. The standout features of the range 
are the large, class-leading third-generation aircon cabs. 
Lynch says that the teams at WHM Tractors – a division of 

Australian family-owned Weir and Harrod Machinery – and 
at premier Chinese tractor manufacturer Lovol – a “massive 
company which has a turnover of US$8 billion per year and 
makes 80,000 tractors per year” – have worked closely to 
develop these new tractors.
In fact, the company has now employed a full-time technician 

in China to implement the improvements and corrections made 
from time to time, and to do acceptance inspections on all WHM 
products prior to shipment.
“We arranged for 70-80 over engineered features to be 

built into the K Series prototypes, which then underwent an 
exhaustive testing regime before their introduction to Australia,” 
Lynch says.
“It was a major effort by Lovol to develop and test the 

prototypes on existing mature chassis, and took commitment 
from management right at the top to justify such an investment.”
Lynch says only the best, most robust, rugged and mature 

chassis were selected, which is why the tractors are heavier 
than most competitors’ machines.
“Could other mainstream tractor makers do this?” he asks. “Of 

course they could, but only at a significantly higher cost, which 
most likely would make them uneconomic.”
The finish on the K Series tractors is a step ahead again, Lynch 

says, with the flat-deck third-generation cabs being ideal for 
even the biggest Australian operators.
Complementing the Aussie-friendly build quality is WHM’s 

decision to stay with simple heavy engineering so local remote 
servicing is feasible.
The WHM K series tractors have standard synchro gears plus 

shuttle transmissions, allowing on-the-run gear changes “as 
good as a car”.

WHM Tractors’ policy is 
simple: Build ’em to last 
and keep ’em affordable
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Main: World champion woodchopper David 
Foster OAM with the WHM 924/K tractor

Inset: The new WHM cabins are plenty big 
enough for Foster’s 1.97m frame.


